Dose-dependent micronuclei formation in normal human fibroblasts exposed to proton radiation.
Micronuclei are small extranuclear bodies resulting from chromosome fragments or the whole chromosomes secluded from daughter nuclei during mitosis. The number of radiation-induced micronuclei reflects the level of chromosomal damage and relates to an absorbed dose and quality of incident ionizing radiation. The aim of the present study was to determine the micronucleus formation as a specific biological marker for acute radiation-induced DNA damage in normal human fibroblasts exposed to 30-MeV protons and Co-60 gamma radiation. We found a linear increase in binuclear cells containing micronuclei for absorbed doses from 1 to 5 Gy for both radiation modalities. However, the total number of micronuclei in binuclear cells follows a linear-quadratic dose dependence. In case of human exposure to mixed radiation fields or high LET radiation, the proportion of binuclear cells containing micronuclei from all binuclear cells can thus serve as a good biomarker of radiation-induced DNA damage.